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Aaron van Erp (1978) and ERPISME 
The studio of Aaron van Erp is one big chaotic mess. Everything falls on 
the floor of the studio. ‘It belongs right where it falls’. Aaron’s studio 
strongly reminds me of that of Francis Bacon (Pr. Do.114). Both studios are 
poorly lit. Bacon’s studio only has a single hole in the roof. Although Aaron 
has the Northern light at his side, the light is blocked by buildings behind it. 
The old neon lights in his studio very badly radiate a yellow fluorescent 
light. 
To Aaron van Erp, the world looks dark and incomprehensible. Aaron battles 
his demons with due cynicism and sometimes amusing humour. In Aaron’s 
view, mankind cannot do without war.  
Ecclesiastes 3: 1-15 ‘A time for everything’ says: ‘There is a time to 
be born and a time to die… A time for war and a time for peace’'. 
It is as if Aaron tells us to accept this 

 

 
 

There is no distinction between Aaron’s studio and his home. 
Clothes are work clothes, Aaron is paint and smells like paint. 
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Steven Aalders (1959) and ‘The Fifth Line’ (1) 

‘The Fifth Line’ is a book comprised of discussion held by Robert van 
Altena (1969) with painter Steven Aalders (1959) on art, especially abstract 
painting and its relation to the world of art. 
The studio of Steven Aalders is almost as clean as if it were never used. 
Everything is pure, virgin white, no speck of dirt to be found, a mat lies 
below the painting against the wall. The brushes are always cleaned after 
use. Steven Aalders is looking for simplicity, harmony and purity. 
It is as if God shows Himself here from His purest side. 
 

 

 
 
Steven Aalders is a  completely different person. As opposed to 
Aaron, he wears sophisticated, colour-coordinated clothes; a gentle 
man who never imposes on anyone. 



 
I first saw the work of Aaron van Erp in 2001. It is not every 
day that you encounter something that heightens all your 
senses. ‘Astonishment overwhelmed me’. Aaron had put two 
rather dark, terribly roughly painted canvasses on display. 
Both canvasses were ruined after they had stuck together, 
being stacked together while wet. One painting represented 
Moby-Dick in the role of a gigantic Limburg saveloy. Painted 
on a canvas, the back of the saveloy states with big letters 
‘MOBEY-DICK’. Suspense, attraction and aversion go hand 
in hand for Aaron. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mobey-Dick  2001  unknown 

 

Aaron was confronted with the divorce of his parents at a young age. 
The works of both Aaron van Erp and Steven Aalders are difficult to 
interpret. Aaron has a tendency to the dark forces of mankind. 
 
The American author Herman Melville wrote a book in 1851 about the hunt for 
the white sperm whale ‘Mobey-Dick’.(2) The book starts with the famous 
opening line ‘Call me Ishmael’. Ishmael, a former teacher, goes whale hunting 
with captain Achab, who lost a leg due to a sperm whale attack and wants to 
take revenge – a mythical story. It deals with the question of free will opposed 
to predestination (fate is everything); of good and evil and of whether there is 
life beyond Earth. Does God exist?         p.2                                                                                                                                 

In those dialogues between Robert van Altena en Steven Alders, the words of 
the book ‘Paradise Lost’ are mentioned at the beginning. After reading this 
impressive book, I conclude that Steven Aalders is himself looking for this lost 
paradise. The accelerated individualism, liberalism, the rampant consumerism, 
globalisation and the insecurity of estrangement that accompanies these 
factors undermine the sense of identity. Many begin to drift mentally and look 
for security in extreme nationalism. The artist Steven Aalders retreats into the 
seclusion of his silent studio and looks for his answer to this by means of a 
recognized art history. 
 

 
Cardinal Point Light Grey,110x110,2006 The Fifth Line – Paestum 2, 90x87,5, 1995 
 

Steven Aalders is looking for ‘Cardinal Points’ in art: simplicity, harmony 
and light. Steven Aalders is the son of a preacher from a harmonious 
family but was struck by illnesses in his youth. Steven Aalders departs 
from reality. A natural experience, a Doric temple in Paestum, a fragment 
from a book, but especially the re-experience of pieces from art history 
can be sources for Steven Aalders to create abstract paintings that have 
been reduced to their essence. The Doric temple is like a ‘Fifth Line’ with 
open passages between the columns, through which the light plays. 



 

 
Questions that become current again in the book by Yuval Harari 
‘Homo Deus’(3). ‘Religions are created by people, not gods’. 
In the book on Mobey-Dick and for Aaron, the focus is on the 
longing desire of mankind for suspense, war, violence, 
powerlessness and the fate of mankind. They are core themes in 
the works of Aaron van Erp. 

 

 
Medical staff at the meatball plantation 2006, 180x230 

 

The painting above is an objection against the violence done by people for 
their religion, for their being and thinking differently. People who are killed 
for that, their heads impaled on treetops. NRC, 14 Dec. 2017: 6700 
Rohingya’s killed, burned, beaten to death in a single month. 

‘Terrible’ and at the same time ‘fascinatingly beautiful’, is what I 
heard fashion designer say about Dries van Noten in a TV 
show on the paintings by Bacon. ‘Terrible/fascinatingly 
beautiful’ are almost married together by Aaron. 
p.3 

You might say that ‘The Fifth Line’ serves as a starting point for every work 
by Aalders. It is the line that is drawn within the framework of a canvas, which 
already consists of four lines, the outline of the canvas. (1) Between his 21st  

and 33rd , Aalders decided that you can paint everything with line, 
area and colour. 
 

 
MUNDUS Charcoal 2006  80x80. 

 
I was startled when I saw this much smaller painting. If it 
were the same size, it could easily be placed over the painting on 
the opposite page. ‘Mundus’ means the world, world order, but also 
that the world wants to be deceived, that an underworld exists. 
Mundus was also an Eastern Roman general under emperor 
Justinian 1, who attempted to restore unity, which he failed. The 
painting Mundus is jet black, the open cross cuts right through 
the dead tree and the impaled head of Aaron’s painting. Mundus 
could be a chasuble for a funeral mass. There are openings 
between the dim blue, purple and white lines, which all represent 
imaginary circles. Is there any hope left? Could the final goal of the world not 
be its completion? 



 

 
‘Medical staff on the meatball plantation’ is a confusing title. It is actually a 
ridiculous title. Who would give such a title to the event it pictures? The 
events that Aaron van Erp displays are so terrible that a serious title does 
not fit. You could also leave it nameless. The title negates the serious 
matter, ridicules what people do to each other, there is irony and cynicism in 
it. The misery is too big to comprehend. All the works of Aaron van Erp deal 
with the fight of mankind between good and evil. Aaron exposes the human 
condition. Look at the men from the Red Cross. They should be saviours. 
Here, they mutilate victims, make meatballs from their flesh and impale 
those on trees. The roles of saviour, culprit and victim are intermingled in 
wars. Aaron van Erp is first and foremost a visual storyteller. And that is a 
great pity in art, according to many art historians who think they know better… 
- pieces of art should be conceptual and carry a large degree of abstraction. In 
my opinion, it mostly depends on which art historian or expert looks 
at it. Wim  van Krimpen immediately recognized Aaron’s exceptional talent 
and Jan Hoet summarized Aaron’s work as follows: impressionist, 
expressionist, surrealist, anecdotal and abstract. 

 

 
No title, 130x160, 2005  Municipal museum The Hague 

p.4 

Many titles by Steven Aalders are derived from reality. I would even go so 
far as to say that no artist can do without reality. Mondriaan derived all his 
abstract works from trees, steeples, the sea, jazz music, the New York 
street map and he did call his works ‘CONCRETE’ in a later stage (term 
comes from Theo van Doesburg, 1930 – art comes from the spiritual world, not from reality). 
Steven Aalders, from a different, related generation, calls 
himself a ‘concretist’. 
However, even good figurative work carries abstraction with it, has multiple layers, 
otherwise the work would be too literal and merely anecdotal. Kandinsky wrote, in 
his ‘Uber das Geistige in der Kunst’ in 1910, that any art – abstract or figurative – 
was lifeless if it is not borne by ‘inner necessity’, it dies in ‘l’art pour l’art’; form and 
sensibility are friends with tension. 
 
Steven Aalders regularly uses his titles to refer to reality and 
the sublimation of that reality. For example, Steven has 
created five paintings called ‘Desert’. 
If you view these paintings objectively, without knowledge, you will see a 
repeating pattern of lines of equal length that dance over the picture area 
rhythmically; they tend to go both up and downwards. 
 

 
Desert (Sand)  160x160   2005/06 Desert (Night Blue) 



 

 
Both ‘Medical staff at the meatball plantation’ and the painting above (no 
title), from the collection of the municipal museum The Hague, portray a 
ruined and barren landscape. The last landscape is a desert, void of all life. 
It seems as if the orange-yellow sand is sucked along by storm and fire, 
the trees are burning, and the half figures are escaping forwards. In the 
same year, 2005, Aaron painted three more similar canvasses. Sources of 
reference for Aaron are: Jeroen Bosch, Caravaggio, Goya, J.B.D. 
Ingre (1780-1867), Eugène  Delacroix (1798-1863),  Théodor Gericault 
(1791-1824),Vincent van Gogh(1853-1890), James Ensor (1860-1949), 

Francis Bacon(1909-1992), Philip Guston (1913-1980), and Anselm  
Kiefer (1945) 

 
Aaron van Erp has a completely different process from Steven 
Aalders. Aaron almost never creates preliminary sketches, 
with rare exceptions. His drawings, that express the same world, 
stand alone. For his paintings, he has vague ideas that only 
become concrete on the canvas and which can completely 
transform while he works. It is all very intuitive, reactions to what comes 
up in his subconscious. Vague ideas that result from the challenging times 
people are in now. Mankind, who makes the same mistakes time and 
again. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

z. t. 90x100, 1999  ‘Chili’  2007  150x115  ‘Erdogan’s Forest pirates’, 2015 
‘American flag on the trunks of a man who takes another selfie before self-destructing.’, 
2014 
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The desert is expressed with minimum resources, in moods. In The Fifth Line, 
I read that minimalist music by Steve Reich was a big influence, especially 
the CD ‘Tehilim’ (psalms) (4), music written to texts of psalms – poems that 
were created 2500 years ago in which joy, desperation and hymns alternate. 
These psalms refer to the stay of the Jews in the desert. But also to the time 
that Steven Aalders discussed and listened to psalms with his father in recent 
years. Aalders’ philosophy on the difference between East and West and 
what we can learn from each other is woven into these pieces like an eastern 
carpet. 
 

 
The works by Aalders are carefully composed through studying, research 
and preparation in the form of small sketches that are never larger than 
13x20, 19x24 and 24x30cm. 
They are almost little gems that showcase the intimacy and dedication of the 
artist. 
 
 

 
Small sketches as preliminary 

studies 



 

 
Aaron van  Erp (dialect: Errup) was born in Veghel, but the village Erp is situated just under it. 
Erp is currently part of Veghel and, together with Schijndel and St.-Oederode, forms Meijerijstad. 
Both villages are not far from ’s-Hertogenbosch, the city of Jeroen Bosch. 

 
‘Erp’, just like ERPEL (‘potato’ in the dialect), means dark brown, dark and black. 

That is why I name the work by Aaron ‘ERPISM’. Erpism is the brush of 
the painter that mines the dark side, that which is hidden, 
dark and black. 
The darkness of Aaron van Erp and the search for light and warmth of Steven 
Aalders are at opposite ends. Art scours, travels along the edges of life as life 
is. Mankind is an inexplicable being. Man may want to reach the light, but 
searches for and finds darkness. And most bizarre of all is that we humans 
feel drawn to both ends.  
Colour is just as important to Aaron as it is to Aalders. Aaron rubs, 
brushes and finds his colours on a sturdy wooden palette that has 
become a big heavy mountainous lump of colourful splendour. Vincent 
writes the following to Theo in ‘letter 405’(5) on the ‘Potato Eaters’: ‘It is 
very dark, however, and barely any white is used in the white, but simply only the neutral colour 
that results when you mix red, blue and yellow, vermillion, Paris blue and Naples yellow. That 
colour itself is a rather dark grey, but appears white in the painting. The motive here is a grey 
interior lighted by a small lamp.’

Aalders absolutely wants to be part of a tradition. Especially in our uncertain 
time in which mankind has gone astray, he wishes to point us to the tradition 
and soil in which we can find steady footing. Aalders is not only concerned 
with minimal form, but also with the spiritual power that these artists can 
radiate with their work. Aalders wants to use his thoughts, ideas and feelings 
to portray the essence of painting in form and colour. The form is always 
geometrically abstract, in squares and rectangles, which are divided in lines 
and stripes. 

 

Colour is only added after the form is made. It is explored tentatively, during 
which the laws on colour are studied and applied carefully and ‘smothered 
in love’ to all kinds of subtle variants. In 1999, Aalders transforms stripes to 
colour studies, based on painters he finds important. This is the reason that 
he studies many colour theories, starting with Isaac Newton (1643-1727), who 
discovered that white light dissolves into six spectral colours. Many others 
followed Newton. ‘Charles Blanc’ (1813-1882), with his colour study in the 
book ‘Grammaire des arts du dessin’ (1867) was not only of vital importance to Vincent 
van Gogh, but also for Cézanne (1839-1906), Gauguin (1848-1903) and Seurat (1859-1892). 
The letters of Vincent van Gogh in which Vincent speaks so fanatically and passionately about 
colours were internalized by Aalders. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
V. v. Gogh, the Potato Eaters 1885  The Meatball Eaters 2000 

 

Aaron van Erp bases himself on a historical painting, but always 
transforms it completely. They are no longer potato eaters, but 
meatball eaters. p.6 

Irises, May 1890  Aalders, aquarelle colour study -  Irises, oil paint, 64x76 2000 
 

During his stay in the mental institution of Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, Van 
Gogh painted the Irises. 



 

 
The painting ‘the Meatball Eaters’ is layered in beautiful degrees of blues, 
reds and yellows, a purple-ish brown. It is as if the spirit of Vincent haunts 
it and as if he reaches for his head on his deathbed. 

 
In 2011 and 2012, the paintings become increasingly dark; the 
backgrounds are mixtures of soot and Dijck brown. Regarding colour, 
Erpism heads into its darkest period, while the content takes the same 
route. Steven Aalders, in his book ‘The Fifth Line’, writes on page 143: 
‘We live in a stuffed, plastically said, opaque time. The information 
transferred via the internet, which should yield the actual information, 
achieves the opposite’. The truth has become lies and lies the truth. They 
can no longer be distinguished. While Aalders searches for order and 
stability, Van Erp ruthlessly confronts us with this age. 

 

 
The wrath of the four angels, 2011   Interview with the assistant of a renowned 
Abortion doctor, 2011 

It was meant as a colour contrast study – purple flowers against a 
yellow background, creating a vibrant expression. The red pigment 
has sadly faded due to the bad quality of the poppy red geranium 
lacquer that gained popularity in 1873, turning the flowers blue. A mixture 
of red and blue results in purple. Purple stands for repentance, 
conversion, sadness and penance and is used in the Catholic Church 
for funeral masses and burials. The yellow background represents 
the sun, the divine and optimism that is constantly in conflict with the 
mental health of Vincent. Two months later, on 27 July, Van Gogh 
injured himself with a pistol and on 29 July, he dies to his injuries. 
Could it be possible that Vincent van Gogh subconsciously felt his 
end approach and does the crooked iris refer to him? Steven Aalders 
could have painted, I reckon, with knowledge of the original purple 
colour and the potential subconsciously sensed death announcement, a 
purple-ish stripe. However, he of course had to look for a balance 
in the whole. As opposed to the sketch, the oil painting was 
submerged in subdued – saturated – ripened colours that represent 
the empathy of Vincent’s life and the change that the painting has 
gone through. Aalders has painted an entire series of colour 
studies of Dutch masters. They are all comprised of ‘9’ 
vertical stripes. 
 

p.7 
 
 

 
J.v.Eyck, Marriage Arnolfini 1434  Aalders  sketch  - painting Color study, 2000 



 

 
 After a solo exhibition by Aaron van Erp in museum MARTa Herford, where 
Jan Hoet was director at the time, an exhibition took place in Kunstverein 
Gütersloh in 2011 titled ‘Ars Apocalipsis. Kunst und Kollaps’. This exhibition 
gave artists the opportunity to give new interpretations to the woodcuts of 
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) based on John Apocalyps (Rev. 7). An Apocalypse is 
a revelation or prediction that our world should end, allowing the Kingdom of 
God to become possible. This is always linked to violence. Throughout the 
centuries, up until our time, various religions have announced apocalypses.  
The wrath of the four angels by Aaron van Erp is a pitch-dark painting in 
which the world is on fire and dismal ash clouds are spreading. Angels 
appear, depicted as modern henchmen and almost faceless perpetrators, 
who wish to enforce their false and exaggerated goals with violence. 

 

For Aaron van Erp to discuss abortion is a logical consequence of our 
time. The sanctity and eternal loyalty in marriage has become a mockery 
in our time. The sanctity of marriage portrayed in the works of J.v. Eyck 
appears old fashioned today to many. Forty percent of marriages fall 
apart after only a few years, while abortions have become perfectly 
normal. 
 

 

Most of all, Goya’s ‘Black Paintings’ (1819-1823), Caravaggio’s paintings and 
Jeroen Bosch influence Aaron van Erp when connecting the foreground 
and background – nuances in colour and light influence the varying 
appearing and disappearing of figures.(See p.7) 

 

 
Caravaggio, Arrest of Jesus (1602) Goya, The pilgrimage to San Isidro 
1820/23 
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For Steven Aalders, the clothes of Arnolfini and his wife represent the 
colours of the elements. ‘Fire and earth of the man versus air and 
water of the woman. The warm gray background appears to me to be 
a mixture of both sides, orange-red and blue-green. So the mixture of 
the colours of the man and the woman in the colour of the background 
connects them, like a marriage of colours.’(1p.95) 
 

The entire painting is full of symbols that refer to loyalty. Steven Aalders is 
looking for values that are grounded in what he calls the Dutch identity, 
while he also looks over the borders and searches for core truths. It is the 
sanctity of marriage that this piece radiates that Aalders looks for in the 
coordination of the colours, the brushstroke, the partitioning in nine stripes. 
Of those nine equal stripes, four are painted in various foreground 
colours, based on ‘Marriage of Arnolfini’ by Jan van Eyck, equally 
divided between five stripes of the same background colour. The 
background colour grey is given a different value every time due to 
the differently coloured vertical stripes, as if they are vistas like in a 
Doric temple in Paestum. ‘The spaces between the pillars play just as big 
a role as the columns themselves’.(1.p. 47) 
 

 Doric temple Peastum     (see p.7) 
 

Why nine stripes, I wonder? The symbolism of the number nine is to spread love at the 
scale of the universe. All numbers from 1 to 9 can be reduced to the number 9. The 
number 9 is connected to the evolution of mankind and of matter (earth) and to the Path 
of Initiation. Nine is the number of perfection and the numbers 1 through 8 represent the 
evolutionary journey to that perfection. All numbers multiplied with 9 reproduces itself 
eternally. 
Nine is the number of the Initiated, who returns to God. The old Greek sages compared the number 
nine with the ocean, which symbolises the water of life and which contains and connects all numbers. 
The symbol of the circle has 360 degrees, which return to the number 9 when added up: 3+6+0=9 
(7) 



 

 

 
unt. 2006  1490,J.Bosch, fall of the damned 1995  RIP 1978  year of birth and death 

 

 

In 1978, the year Aaron was born, interest in minimalism, 
conceptual art, fundamental art slows down to make room in the 
Eighties for neo-expressionist outbursts by the Italian 
‘Transavantgarde’, ‘Nieuwe Wilden’, ‘Figuration Libre’ and 
‘Graffiti’. 
 
In the Eighties, a serious (1985) economic crisis occurs, repeated in 1992 
and later in 2008. 

 

Aaron van Erp found his own style, as I mentioned above, between 
1999/2001. Or perhaps the foundation was laid when he was eleven and his 
mother, with Aaron seated on her bicycle, had to sing the lines from the 
Maut-hausen cycle by Mikis Theodorakis on their way to school again and 
again: 
’ O Anthony: Stone stairs lead down, 
down among rocks and death. The 
Wiener Graben becomes the grave of 
partisans and Jews. 
They carry the stones on their backs, 
the stones they succumb to. From 
this hell, nobody returns, the 
living nor the dead.’ ( 6) 

 

Life is little fun for Aaron, but with self-mockery, some cynicism and 
black humour, Aaron can observe the fumbling of people. A very early 
drawing ‘RIP’ from 1995 already sets that tone. 

p.9

Steven Aalders (1959) is near l y 20 years  o lder  than Aaron van 
Erp and was born in  a  d i f f erent  era.  I t  was  at  the onse t  o f  
the Six t ies ,  wh ich is  known for  the r ise o f  the opt im is t ic  
movement  Zero,  m in imal ism and conceptua l ism.  
Artists looked back to Russian constructivism and the supremacism of 
Kasimir Malevich and the artists of De Stijl, such as Mondriaan and Van 
Doesburg. Sometime during 1990 and 2002 (21-33y), Steven Aalders 
realised that he had found a visual language existing of only line, area and 
colour, with which he could paint anything. Between 2005 and 2009, 
Aalders laid the foundation for his works. Aalders then called his works 
‘Cardinal Points’. Cardinal matters. After the pope, the cardinal has the highest 
authority in the Catholic Church. Cardinal stems from the Latin ‘Cardo’ = Spill = Heart, 
the centre of the system. For a cardinal and cardinal matters, it is important to have a 
universal language that is understood and in which repetition, rhythm and measure are 
important. 

Aalders is searching, orients himself in a chaotic time that asks for order and a 
certain rhythm – the rhythm of the day, the age, of breath and light. The 
light that illuminates the colour time and again and which transforms it. It 
is the simple cross shape, in which the vertical line and the horizontal line 
are divided into two, that lets Aalders move through the colour 
rhythmically. The strange thing is that, as a result, the inside, let’s say the 
heart itself or the head of Jesus, takes shape on its own as an imaginary 
circle. Moreover, it is very contemporary, since these cardinal points seem 
somewhat unstable, vulnerable – typical for our insecure age. This effect is 
reinforced by the colours charcoal, beige, ash and grey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
cardinal points  charcaol, beige, ash  grey, 40x40 - 2005 



 

 
In October 2010, a new book by Aaron is published titled ‘Soup’, 
containing a master’s thesis from 2001 of the same name. The introduction 
tells us: ‘The inside of our head is a myriad of words, images, strange 
thoughts which you can imagine like a chaos of small, elusive particles that 
are in constant motion and from which a large, dominant idea sometimes 
emerges’. (8) 

It is mostly the surrealists who try to record that elusive flow of swarming 
and wriggling thoughts in their ‘écriture automatique’. 

 
‘I don’t know what to call the ‘something’ that I want to talk 
about. I have no soul and I have no Spirit and I don’t know 
where my psyche is. I have a head full of images and sounds 
and the constant shifting of those images and sounds; beyond 
that, I have what I experience and everything I know.’(8) 

 
While Steven Aalders looks for order in everything he does, for Aaron 
it is one big mess to this very day. But from that mess, his own 
language is emerging, one that makes everyone say: ‘That is a real 
Aaron’. You could imagine Aaron’s world of thoughts and feelings as 
a big pan of boiling soup containing the ingredients of the world and 
from which some ingredients escape due to the heat. 
 

 

 
 

A vase, a hedge trimmer and a falling wineglass, 100x150, oil paint on canvas, 
2010 

p.10 

The shape of the cross used by Aalders is a Greek cross, with arms of equal length, but which is 
also used in the Protestant and some Catholic churches. The circle that forms in the eye might 
also be an unconscious desire of mankind for perfection, completion and returning. The circle 
influences the colours in the background, creating minute colour nuances. The influence of the 
brushstrokes and the viewpoint of the spectator play a role. You could pretend to continue the 
lines of the cross around the cross, creating a new, smaller square that in turn influences the 
colour. The colour used in the strokes and background influence each other in such a way that 
they continually affect the situation in life at a certain time as well as the personal feelings of the 

artist and spectator. For these works, Steven Aalders was definitely 
inspired by the book by Josef Albers, ‘ Interaction of Color’, 
which opens as follows: ‘Ask fifty different people about the colour 
red and you end up with fifty different reds’. (1 p.36) 

 
I already stated above that the ’Cardinal Points’ search for order 
and balance in their efforts, but for the careful viewer, they are 
continuously in ‘restrained’ motion from ‘sur place’ – it is as if they 
are connected to each other – you feel the tension, it could explode 
any minute, just like two cyclists lurking sur place are tensed up to 
their limit. 
 
 

 
Gimini (black), oil paint on canvas, 80x124,2008 



 

 
Music 
I know of barely any artists who do not listen to music while 
working and who do not consciously or unconsciuosly use it in 
their work. 

 
Aaron van Erp is part of a band. He is singer in the band 
‘Haatbaard’ (‘Hate-beard’), a word once coined by Dutch politician 
Wilders, only now as a mockery against the hysteria about Muslims. It 
is a mix of Black Metal and Punk music that vomits out everything 
that is happening in the world. All hell breaks loose during their 
performances and shocking scenes take place. The guitarist of the 
band committed suicide. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aM83R-Jukh0 
Haatbaard with the song:’The moustache of uncle Kees soaked in 
blood’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac3J2NrXKhg 
‘Haatbaard and the moderate Taliban  – Confused butterfly’ 
Darkthrone, a Norwegian metal band: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lwz7gucE7x0 

In 2015, Aaron painted the HAATBAARD band members 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1)Drummer E. Zandman explains anarcho-punk to a dead monkey, 60x50, 2015 (2) 

Guitarist Hertog strips Herr Tochtstrip with pizza slice and drinking horn, 60x50, 

2015                                         p.11 

Music 
When working, Steven Aalders listens to a lot of music that helps him focus. To 
Aalders, the cantata by Bach are the purest in form as well as in sensibility and feeling. 
For example, the cantate ‘Wachet! Betet!’ (BWV 70a), in which the choir 
sings: 
Wachet! Betet! Betet! Wachet! 
Seid bereit 
Allezeit, 
Bis der Herr der Herrlichkeit Dieser Welt ein Ende 
machet. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfJEOKAIB64 
 

 
 

Watch, Pray, 175x175,  olieverf op doek  2013 

The two-part painting ‘Watch, Pray’ was freed by Aalders from the 

text and music of the cantate by Bach. He inspired it into a two-

part unity that seem to urge you into contemplation and thinking 

while simultaneously call for prayer – to become active. That is 

what painting strives for. Painting is to be lost in thoughts while 

being alert and becoming active. 

Other music that Steven Aalders used for inspiration is the minimalist serial music by 

Steve Reich (1936) and Morton Feldman ((1926-1987) Rothko Chapel Steve Reich: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xU23LqQ6LY4 

Morton Feldman:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZZ0DYIkaP8 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

(1)Guitarist Kapiteim Kelder with ax (suicide) (2) Bassist in the basement with the 

squid Graaf Machine - 60x50, 2015  (3) Self-portrait as Jonkheer Braekderm, Eating soup 

while singing, 60x50, 2015 

The catalogue published for the exhibition of Aaron van Erp in the Municipal 
museum of The Hague 2007 is as big and heavy as that of Steven Aalders, 
but the content adds to the weight of the book. Aaron van Erp does not think 
highly of mankind. Our current society is extremely complicated because lies 
have become truth and truth has become a lie and nobody knows which 
information they can trust. The strongly emerging nationalism feeds the 
distrust of other peoples. 

Aaron displays these complex tensions in his painting, but he is 

not an idealist. 

Aaron has always had an interest in rulers such at Hitler and Napoleon, for 

psychiatric scenes and injustices in nature and banking. In recent years, the 

subjects of Aaron’s paintings have mostly been philosophers, poets, terrorists and 

fascists. The first philosopher whose book I found in his studio discussed ‘Slavoj 

ŻiŻek’ (1949) (9), a  Slovenian philosopher, psychoanalyst and cultural critic who 

advocated that communism deserves a second chance since capitalism has failed. (9) 
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Place, (Grey), 80x80,2009 Mundus  (Grey), 80x80, 2007  Dom  van der Laan 
 

In front of me is the book ‘Cardinal Points’, published by the Municipal museum The 
Hague on the occasion of Steven Aalders’ exhibition in January 2010. The content is as 
light as a feather. You barely dare to touch the pages, afraid that these stunning pieces 
could be swept along in the wind. Clarity in structure, form, rhythm, movement and colour, 
everything hesitates, dances and I would even go so far as to say: ‘It is thoroughly 
religious, a song of praise for the Lord. Yes, there is no other possibility 
than that Steven Aalders still believes in Him. This is also clear from the 
relation of Aalders with the work of Benedictine monk Dom  van  der Laan. 
All his work, be it furniture or tables and couches, radiate simplicity, devotion, 
stillness and spirituality. Dom van der Laan is focused on the right space, 
shape, size, allowing you to experience a bodily, sensory and sensible 
appreciation. His pieces of furniture are sculptures of simplicity, everything 
painted in greys containing some moss green. Whitewashed stone walls and 
ceiling of planks that are painted brown-stone red. In 2009 in the 
Mondriaanshuis in Amersfoort, Aalders created an exhibition in five rooms with 
furniture by Dom van der Laan and each room held a single work of Aalders in 
the colours Grey, Beige, Brown and Black, which he called ‘Place’ – Van der 
Laan would not have objected if a ‘Mundus’ painting had been present as 
well. 



 

 

 

‘Reza Negarestani’(1965) is an Iranian artist, writer, philosopher, who writes for magazines 

such as Collapse and Ctheory. The speculative art history of Negarestani was not only put on 

display by Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in 2013; Documenta 13 exhibited a piece 

‘Chimerization ‘ – a sound performance – in collaboration with Florian Hecker and Negarestani, 

who is another follower of the speculative realism/materialism. Its subject is the ‘Pure Knowledge’ 

of an object and their mutual relations, separate from the viewer. 

 

 
 

Nocturne with gallows and harpoon with critical commentary by Reza Negarestani 
 

Slavoj Žižek  , 120x300, 2011  130x100, 2017 
 

Alexander Dugin  (1962), held a lecture on November 18, 2017 for the Nexus 
conference in The Hague. Dugin is a Russian activist who states that from the battle 
between the three political theories – liberalism, communism and fascism – liberalism 
came out as a sole victor with catastrophic consequences. Dugin is advisor of Putin. 
Igor Strelkov  (1970), a Russian nationalist involved in the war in Eastern Ukraine, a terrorist, 

who wants to win back the lost territory of Russia and who is accused for involvement in the disaster 

with the MH17 flight. 

In 2016/17, Aaron worked on ‘The studio of painter’, for which he was inspired 

by the famous painting ‘The studio of ‘Eugène  Courbet’. The painting by Aaron has 

become a contemporary vision. 
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Everything is celebrated by Aalders: his predecessors in the arts, the 

months and days of the year, the seasons, life. 

‘Celestial Charts’ (2008/09). In a square, we see the same 

imaginary squares as in ‘Cardinal Points’,  crosses with limbs in 

colours, only now multiplied in ‘9’ of such crosses. Each cross is 

connected to another, as if they form a unity. The colours of the 

limbs skip to the next, as if they are dancing rhythmically on a 

minimalist piano piece. As the focus of the view differs, you see 

different crosses, circles, horizontals and verticals. 

As for me, I call these Celestial Charts ‘Heavenly gazes’, in which 

the square refers to the earth on which mankind lives and searches 

for the circle in which everything is perfected; however, this is not 

easy for mankind – it must transcend a great many crosses. 

 

 
 

Celestial Charts, oil paint on canvas, 110x110, black, 2009  - Saenredam, 
 

January, oil paint on canvas. 126x126, 
2002/03 



 

 
 
 
 
. Courbet, Atelier 1855, 359x598 

 

 
 
 

 
Aaron van  Erp, Atelier, 240x400 

 

Courbet himself sits in the middle of his studio, working hard on a realistic painting in 

which he portrays the common and rebellious people on the left (after the revolution 

1848). 

The intellectual populace is on the right: Baudelaire, the anarchist Proudhon and 

his patrons. In the middle, we see a naked woman as muse and a 

beggar boy. 

 

 
Aaron: at the top left of ‘studio of Courbet’ – on the door ribbons from  ‘Daniëls’ – next 

to it ‘ Paus Innocentius X by Fr. Bacon’  – sitting on the left in a chair and with pipe is 

gallery owner ‘Tim  van  Laere’ – on the right behind Tim ‘Ezra Pound’  (1885-1972), 

a famous poet but also anti-Semite and fascist – behind him ‘Varg Vikernes’ (1973) 

with spear, black metal, extremist, anti-Christian, anti-Semite, murderer, writer, 

essayist – a few naked figures and helmet  – Aaron with t-shirt and cross who 

makes a selfie in front of the painting ‘The Soup eater’ - –men with helmets. 
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In 1986, when Aalders stayed in Barcelona for a year, he sees an exhibition in the Fundació  

Joan Miró by  Donald Judd which opens his eyes. Aalders realized that the sharp-edged, 

multicoloured and concatenated box-shaped objects, showered in a soft light, also had a 

sensible appearance. This was later confirmed by the very fragile and poetic geometric work by 

Agnes Martin. This led Aalders to follow the road of Mondriaan and to convert experienced 

reality into a simple, clear language. 

Below, you can see some of the predecessors Aalders admires in ‘order and 
sensibility’. 
 

 

 
 

Judd 1989  Martin  Mondriaan 1921    Newman 1951  Rothko 1957   Albers 1966 
 

Aalders’s world is searching for perfection and it claims to have found it by applying 

the ‘Golden Section’, or ‘Phi’ in arithmetic, also known as the most harmonious 

division. During a stay in the Van Doesburghuis in Meudon in 2017, Aalders creates 

his ‘Golden Section’, paintings in relation to the primary colours ‘Red-Yellow-Blue’. The 

exhibition is called: ‘In search of Red,Yellow and Blue’. 

There are no lines here as Mondriaan has. We see areas in the same division, only the 

colours vary. 

 

  RYB 1,2,3, 100x62,2017 



 

 
At the top right the name of Aaron’s meta-punk bank  ‘HAATBAARD’, followed 
by a man in a green hat and a long branch saw who saws through a squid 
while the blood falls on the current author’s head, who looks at a bathtub 
standing on a table with paint materials in which an invisible man with a green 
helmet sits – at the top right a hook with meat – below are two strange figures 
stabbing a rabbit in two with a harpoon and finally a case of Jupiler beer that 
is usually present in the studio – some steps on the right. 

 

In conclusion, I will let Steven Aalders cross over to Aaron van Erp. On page 

141 (1), Aalders says: ‘Art is completely free. I think that anyone who 

busies himself with it sanctifies that space. What I do, creating paintings, I 

try to do as well as possible – and I really mean doing your utmost best. 

That is striving for an ideal, for perfection, while knowing that achieving it 

is impossible.’ ‘It is the task taken up by the poet and the painter to 

display a joyous, utopian world, as well as a world of pain and fear.’ (1-

p.259). 

In my newsletters, I regularly discuss that painting is visual 

philosophy, it is asking after the meaning of life. 

‘The starting point of any work of art projects beyond your birth’. (1 
 

p.174) 

WHERE ARE WE HEADED ? 
 

 
 

Ezra Pound at the campfire on the ruins of Europe, 80.7x100, 2015 
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Aalders was likely inspired by Theo van Doesburg’s ideal to realize a synthesis of the arts in 
order to unify it with all facets of society. Theo van Doesburg was more contradictory than 
Mondriaan, a dadaist. As such, he played an important role in the anti-art movement of Dada 
(1916-1924) . On the other hand, Van Doesburg was more a systematic thinker, an idea close to 
that of the Russian constructivists who took the step that the execution of an art piece could also 
be performed by someone other than the artist.. (10,p.151)  For Mondriaan, creation exists 
thanks to consciously applied intuition; only from there could the intuitive dialogue start 
that made the visual world so special. (10.p. 171) 
It would not surprise me if Aalders will eventually turn more and more to the mysticism of 

Rothko. 

 

 
 

 
WHERE DO WE COME FROM? 
In ‘My Beginning is My End’, 2014  - A cirkel shaped like a line; a new 
beginning starts at every end 
 

 
 

 
I see a sacral space with differentiated light, in which the works of Aaron 

van Erp and Steven Aalders are accompanied by a fusion of 

metal/cantata/Steve Reich and Morton Feldman. 
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